Successful
for 20 years
What started out in 1998 on a 2000 m 2 production site has developed today
into a company that employs nearly 200 people manufacturing high-quality
awnings, glass roofs and components for sunshade products in a plant
covering over 22000 m 2 .
A lot has changed since business administration graduate Götz Albrecht
Lewens founded Lewens Sonnenschutz-Systeme GmbH & Co. KG in Ludwigslust, the company of which he is now managing director. Some things have
remained the same, however - the high quality standards and meticulous
workmanship applied to the products, which are carefully designed down
to the last detail and adapted to the customer’s requirements. In this case
“Made in Germany” isn’t just a phrase: back then as now, Lewens’ production
is a fully-integrated operation, from the design and making up the fabric to
assembly.
The distribution system is also well thought-out and based on a close working
relationship with specialist retailers. This ensures that the provision of advice,
sales, installation and servicing on site are in competent hands, facilitating
proximity to the customer and optimal service so that customers can really
enjoy the outdoor life!

1998
Following the establishment of the company, the first Lewens back bar awning is
launched onto the market, followed by
the models in the Family series, which are
still available today as the Family Classic,
Design and Compact awnings.

Lewens produces back bar awnings
in a variety of designs: as the “open”
Economy model, with rain cover or
as an encased awning.

2000
To coincide with the new millennium, the
first Lewens full cassette awning appears
with the name Millennium, thereby laying
the foundation for a successful new segment.

Perfectly formed
in design and construction
Lewens has its own team of designers, with good reason. It operates according to the principle of “Form follows function” espoused by the Bauhaus,
because the smooth, perfect functioning of an awning is an important guarantee of reliability and durability.
The Lewens designers always work with an eye to current trends, however.
And when developing new models, what the customer wants forms an important source of inspiration: the more unusual, the more interesting, always on
the basis that nothing is impossible!
New models and ingenious details for enhancing existing products are the net
result of this approach. Over the years Lewens has developed various product
series with their own distinctive character in this way.
These include the Toscana full cassette awning. With its unique form this is
rightly a deserving recipient of the Aluminium Design Award.

2003
A complete range of window and
façade awnings is launched onto
the market under the Micro label:
the drop-arm awning Micro 100, the
vertical awning Micro 200 and the
markisolette Micro 300.
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The first step is the technical
design, drawing and exact calculation of the ideal dimensions and
functions. Here computer-aided
design goes hand in hand with
experience and imagination.

The Aluminium Design Award is an internationally recognised quality standard
for industrial design in aluminium.
The Toscana full cassette awning
receives the award for innovative design
and functionality.

2004
Like all Lewens products, the
Toscana full cassette awning is
also manufactured in Ludwigslust,
all the way from production of the
individual parts and making-up
to assembly.

Guaranteed
“made in Germany” – a safe choice!
High-grade materials, well thought-out design and precision in cutting and
parts production are the basis for the perfect operation of our products.
Computer-aided automation assists the production process.
Lewens hinged arms with their extremely high tension are at the heart of
every awning. They are an in-house development characterised by quality, reliability and a service life extending over many years. The double cables in the
central hinged arm joint even conform to aircraft quality standards and have
a plastic sheath that prevents soiling and corrosion, tripling their service life.
Lewens awnings are assembled at purpose-built assembly stations. The work
calls for skill, technical know-how and a keen sense of proportion. Finally,
each awning is inspected and tested in operation, so that only perfect quality
leaves our production plant.

2007
The Toscana full cassette awning
gains a “big sister” in the
Toscana Grande, conceived
to provide shade for large areas
and equipped with the optional
Vario valance.

CE Marking:
sophisticated technology and
superb workmanship in production guarantee customers many
years of pleasure from their
awning or glass roof.
TÜV certification
guarantees the technical safety
of our products.

All awnings and glass roofs
from Lewens are manufactured
and assembled in Germany
– quality that is
“made in Germany”!

2009
The vertical screen awnings
Micro 850 and Micro 1000 come
in a type “Z” version with lateral
zip guide, ensuring taut fabric
and improved wind safety.

Brilliant
materials and colours
In the making-up plant, the latest techniques are used for distortion-free
sewing and ultrasonic bonding. Awning fabrics are made up completely flat,
not folded.
Making-up is carried out using secure lock-stitching and optionally also with
ultrasonically bonded seams. The awning and valance are fabricated in one
piece to guarantee an identical pattern repeat. Lewens awning fabrics are
impregnated to render them water- and dirt-repellent.
In the ultra-modern powder coating facility, the metal components of the
awning and glass roof frames receive their chosen finish. There are hundreds
of RAL colours and textured finishes to choose from. A wide range of the latest
colours forms part of the standard specification, at no extra cost.
The high-grade powder coating is particularly UV- and weather-resistant and
more durable than most wet lacquer coatings. The coatings are cured at 200
degrees Celsius. Residues are rinsed off in an environmentally friendly process
and do not get into the sewerage system.

2010
Equipped with a rail system, the Capri
awning is suitable for roof mounting on
conservatories and glass roofs and also
as a pergola awning.
The Micro 150 clamping awning is suitable
for even the smallest balcony.

In the making-up plant the
lengths of fabric are measured,
cut, sewn and bonded using the
latest techniques. Inspections are
carried out by hand and eye to
check for material faults, consistency and the correct dimensions.

The high-quality powder coating
is particularly UV- and weatherresistant and lasts longer than
most wet lacquers. The coatings
are cured at 200 degrees Celsius.

2011
The company’s own ultra-modern
powder coating facility is commissioned: awnings and glass roof
frames can be coated to suit the
customer’s requirements.

Cleverly conceived
and a system to match
The glass roofs in the Murano series come in a variety of styles and configurations: compact and modern or traditional with roof overhang, laterally
flush or with recessed posts, as a glass roof pure and simple or with integral
awning. Complementary sliding glass elements and permanent glazing complete the range.
All glass roofs are individually made to measure, enabling any special wishes a
customer may have to be taken into account, such as particular site conditions.
Since the glazing of the roof is undertaken at the installation location, precise cutting to size and optimum accuracy of fit of all components are especially important here to ensure that the roof can be erected smoothly and
everything works perfectly.
Glass roof systems from Lewens are prefabricated with millimetre accuracy
as a construction kit that is easy to assemble without any special tools or indepth knowledge being required. They are thus perfect for specialist awning
retailers for opening up new markets.

2012
The Murano Integrale and Murano Vetro
glass roof systems are exhibited for the
first time at the R+T 2012.
The Ancona awning is now offered for the
glass roofs, initially as an interior awning.

In glass roof manufacturing, precise
cutting to size, accuracy of fit of all
components and the utmost care
in creating the construction kits
are essential prerequisites so that
everything fits perfectly at the
customer’s site.

2014
The Toscana Mini is launched
on the market as the latest addition
to the Toscana family, developed
with a mini cassette and small drop
for balconies and small outdoor
seating areas.

Tailor-made
from order to delivery
Got any questions about our awnings or glass roofs, or regarding equipment
options or fabrics? The Lewens customer advisers in house and in the field
service will be happy to provide you with advice and assistance in finding the
right solution for you and your customers.
Our online ordering system is available round-the-clock, offering you the opportunity to input details quickly and efficiently, including a binding price
indication – even after working hours and at weekends. Alternatively our
customer service personnel will also process your orders and be on hand to
provide expert knowledge.
To ensure that the products ordered arrive intact and in the minimum of time
with you or your customer, our picking and dispatch departments organise
shipment and get the goods on their way safely packaged. Forwarding agents
and the company’s own fleet of trucks guarantee prompt delivery.

2015
The new products presented at R+T 2015
include sliding glass elements and
lighting for the Murano glass roofs.
The angular full cassette awning
Trentino harmonises with modern
architecture and décor.

Friendly customer service assistants process orders
and field enquiries quickly, expertly and reliably.
This ensures that the products ordered reach the
customer as quickly as possible.

In the order picking and dispatch
departments, shipment is organised
so that everything gets to its
intended destination. The goods
are readied for dispatch and sent
on their way, perfectly protected,
to the customer.

2016
The Lewens online ordering system
offers dealers the opportunity
to input their orders themselves.
It is transparent, fast and effective.

Recognised
as a family-friendly employer
As a family-run company, we at Lewens endeavour to create conditions
enabling our employees to combine family and working life satisfactorily.
A family-friendly ethos, an attitude of mutual respect, participation, and
working in partnership form the basis for a corporate culture that is centred
on the individual.
This approach includes suitable working hours that take account of family
responsibilities, cooperation with childcare facilities, workplace health promotion, a staff canteen with a roof garden and much more. In August 2017
Lewens was awarded the “Family-friendly Company” seal of the district of
Ludwigslust-Parchim.
We contributed to this by expanding the plant to over 22000 m2 and constructing the new administration building complete with staff restaurant and roof
garden. We will continue to strive in the future also to improve and build upon
the working conditions for staff with families.

2017
In addition to smart new offices, the new
administration building houses a staff
canteen and roof garden.
A Vario valance has been added
to the Ancona glass roof awning
for the new season.

Expansion of the plant has added
around 3000 m2 of additional space
for awning production and dispatch
along with the new administration
building, which is occupied in time
for the 2017 season.

The glass roof production plant
is a hive of activity: profiles sit
waiting to be processed and
finished goods are shipped.
(Picture below)

2018
Lewens is launching the 2018 season
with a plethora of new awning and
glass roof products.
We look forward to expanding
the product portfolio of the full-range supplier
all year round!
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